Laser driven ion wave breaking acceleration (IWBA) in plasma wakefields is investigated by means of a one-dimensional (1D) model and 1D/3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. IWBA operates in relativistic transparent plasma for laser intensities in the range of 10 20 -10 23 W=cm 2 . The threshold for IWBA is identified in the plane of plasma density and laser amplitude. In the region just beyond the threshold, self-injection takes place only for a fraction of ions and in a limited time period. This leads to well collimated ion pulses with peaked energy spectra, in particular for 3D geometry. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.19.073401 With the advent of high-power lasers with focused intensities up to 10 22 W=cm 2 , the generation of laserdriven ion beams has found much attention. The laser beams drive relativistic electrons, separating them from the ions and producing electrostatic fields up to TV=cm. Ion motion then follows on a longer time scale due to the large ion mass. Various target configurations have been considered, and the reader may refer to a recent review [1] of laser-driven ion acceleration for more information. These beams may become important, e.g. for tumor therapy as a most prominent application [2] [3] [4] .
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A laser pulse propagating in plasma produces a wake, a region of perturbed electron and ion density downstream from the pulse. Self-injection of electrons in laser wakefield acceleration [5] [6] [7] is a major mechanism for generating electron beams. Here we extend the scheme to selfinjection of ions. The present scheme is related to socalled hole-boring (HB) acceleration, where electrons are driven into a semi-infinite overcritical plasma, and the electrostatic field then drags all ions continuously forming a double layer wakefield [8] [9] [10] [11] . The new observation reported here is that, in plasma at near-critical density and still relativistically transparent, the evolution is more gentle, and only a fraction of ions is injected into the wake over a limited time period. This leads to superior ion pulses with peaked energy spectra; in particular in realistic three-dimensional (3D) geometry, the injection occurs localized close to the laser axis producing highly directed bunches. The alternative scheme of light sail acceleration [12] [13] [14] , in which ultrathin foils are driven by light pressure, is sensitive to Rayleigh-Taylor instability [15] that tends to degrade beam quality; a detailed 3D comparison with our work still needs to be done. Generically, the new regime may be also viewed as emerging from an electron bubble wakefield that accumulates ions in the center. When driven strongly, this comoving ion wave breaks, and self-injection of background ions occurs which are then accelerated in the front part of the wake. This is similar to ion acceleration in the bubble regime [16] [17] [18] ; since ion self-injection tends to destroy the downstream part of the bubble, a plasma of two ion species was used in Refs. [16, 18] , where all lighter ions were trapped and the heavier ones formed a stabilizing background. For the present work, a plasma with a single ion component (protons) is chosen. The bubble then changes into a double layer wake configuration; we call the regime ion wave breaking acceleration (IWBA).
In Fig. 1 , we consider 1D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, using the code PSC [19] , and a corresponding 1D model is sketched in Fig. 2 . The simulations use a constant laser pulse with intensity I L ¼ 5 × 10 21 W=cm 2 (a 0 ¼ 44 for wavelength 1 μm) of semi-infinite duration, a steep front edge rising over one laser period, and circular polarization. Here a 0 ¼ eE L =m e cω L , e and m e denote electron charge and mass, respectively, c is the vacuum light velocity, E L the laser electric field, and ω L the laser frequency. critical density of plasma, ϵ 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The plasma is initially distributed uniformly from z ¼ 10 μm to z ¼ 300 μm with temperature 3 keV. The simulation cell size is 5 nm, and 100 particles per species per cell are used. The laser pulse (not shown) drives an electron layer in z-direction. It generates the typical electron wake with a sawtooth-shaped electric field. This configuration is modeled in Fig. 2 (a) with maximum electrostatic field E max at the laser front position z A and extending from z A to z B . The wake moves with phase velocity v ph . Ions form essentially a uniform stationary background. However, the wakefield drags also the ions exciting a linear ion wave with a density peak in the wake's center. In a frame comoving with the wake (denoted by primed quantities in Fig. 2 , lower part), ions enter the wake at velocity −v ph , slow down to v C 0 in the middle, where E z vanishes, and then accelerate again. This holds for not too high laser drive or low enough target density.
Driving the wake more strongly, the ion wave develops a high density crest [see Fig. 2 (b), upper part] and eventually breaks [ Fig. 2(c) ]. This is the point when the ion velocity approaches the wake velocity and overtakes it such that ions are captured by the positive branch of the wakefield and are further accelerated along the dashed trajectory in Fig. 2(c) . When catching up with the front and leaving the wake at z A , according to relativistic velocity addition, the final ion kinetic energy in the lab frame is given by . The corresponding ion energy spectrum is depicted in Fig. 1(d) . A high-energy peak separated from the low-energy background ions appears at 1.5 GeV. This energy agrees well with Eq.
(1) when taking the phase velocity β ph ∼ 0.67 from the simulation. At ion wave breaking, the wake configuration changes significantly; it is modeled in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) (upper panel). The electron void has filled with energetic electrons, in particular downstream from the ion crest. Only the ion layer and the electron layer at the laser front survive with an almost constant electric field in between. This square-wave wake configuration is sensitive to ion injection. At threshold referred to Fig. 1(b) , the wake's field is 0.8E L and extends over 2 μm. After injection in Fig. 1(c) , one finds 0.5E L and 3 μm, and there is no further injection. This is an important feature in the region just beyond the IWBA threshold; it leads to the peaked energy spectrum [see Figs. 1(d) and 5(a) ].
In Fig. 3(a) we show peak ion energy (below IWBA threshold it is maximum ion energy) in the a 0 , n 0 =n c parameter plane, as obtained from 1D-PIC simulation.
IWBA appears as a separate regime, different from HB. The onset of IWBA is marked by the black solid curve. It is obtained from an analytical model combining the equation for energy conservation in the comoving frame
where q i denotes ion charge, and the equation expressing balance of laser pressure and electrostatic pressure at the laser front
These model equations are closed by using estimates for
, where κ and δ are free parameters. Adjusting them to 1D simulations, we find κ ≈ 1.8 and δ ≈ 2.1. The black solid Fig. 1 . Density distribution of ions (n i ), cold electrons (n e ), and heated electrons (n eh ) are denoted by red, blue, and gray areas, respectively. The charge separation electric field E z along the propagation direction is denoted by black solid lines. The lower panels show trajectories (green lines) in ion phase space ðz; v i;z Þ in a frame (marked by apostrophes) comoving with the wake at phase velocity v ph . Column (a) refers to ion waves with small amplitude, where ions just pass through, while (b) refers to a breaking ion wave where ion velocity just reaches v ph , and (c) refers to a stage after breaking when background ions have been partially injected and are accelerated to the right (indicated by a red spot). The wakefield is then more expanded and weaker such that further injection is suppressed. In cases (b) and (c), the downstream cold electron layer has disappeared, and a charge double layer wakefield has formed between the laser-driven front electrons and the trailing ions; it is modeled by width d and constant field E max in (b), and d
ab and E ab max in (c).
lines in Figs. 3(a,b) correspond to the model. It reproduces the onset of the IWBA region in the (a 0 , n 0 =n c ) plane quite well. In the IWBA region the plasma is relativistically transparent. It becomes opaque at the dashed black line, marking the borderline to the HB regime. The transition from relativistic transparent to opaque plasma has been studied in [20] ; here we find that the dashed line is well fitted by n 0 =n c ≈ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a 0 =0.8 p . Let us recall that HB scaling is derived from an equation similar to Eq. (3) [21] , where incident laser momentum flux [l.h.s. of Eq. (3)] is balanced by the total ion momentum flux 2n 0 γ 2 ph β 2 ph m i c 2 [21] . This already determines the wake velocity β ph as a function of a 0 and n 0 =n c . In Figs. 3(b)-3(d) , results of the full 1D simulations are compared with HB scaling results (thin lines). In Fig. 3(c) it is seen that β ph coincides with the HB scaling for opaque plasma at sufficiently large density, but jumps up when the plasma becomes transparent. This leads to peak ion energies in IWBA regime almost one magnitude larger than the HB prediction [see Figs. 3(d) and (b) ].
In Figs. 4 and 5, we show results of full-scale 3D PIC simulations. 3D simulations are numerically quite demanding and produce very complex plasma dynamics, depending significantly on initial parameters. Nevertheless, onset of IWBA and peak ion energies are well described by the 1D model except that one obtains κ ≈ 3.5 and δ ≈ 0.5 by fitting to 3D simulations. In this paper, we have picked one illustrative reference case and have then explored the dependence on density and laser intensity.
A
initial uniform density of n 0 ¼ 3n c and temperature of 87 keV. The simulation box is 80 × 32 × 32 μm 3 ðZXYÞ, with 1000 × 400 × 400 cells, and 8 particles per species per cell are used. Figure 4 shows the distributions of electron and ion density, longitudinal electric field E z , and ion distribution in phase space (z, p z ) for three different times. The vertical dashed lines mark the location of the electron layer and the trailing ion layer. At a time of 84 fs, the wake is well developed (E max ∼ 0.4E L and d ∼ 2 μm), and the ion momentum distribution peaks at 1.6m i c. to an ion velocity of 0.85c just approaching the wake velocity of ∼0.86c at which ion wave breaking sets in. This is then seen in column (b) at 165 fs with trapped and accelerated ions now clearly sticking out in momentum phase space.
At this time, the ion layer is strongly broken. Most conspicuously, however, an ion bullet (marked by the black arrows and shown as the blow-up in the insert) has separated from the center of the ion layer and is accelerating in the wakefield. The strength of the field reduces to about 0.2E L . and the distance between the two charged layers expands to about 3.5 μm. The bullet is in a volume of about ð0.5 μmÞ 3 and contains about 10 10 ions with energies >3.5 GeV. This corresponds to a bullet density in the order of 10 23 cm −3 . In the final ion spectrum, shown in Figs. 5(a), these ions form the spectral peak around 4.3 GeV. The bullet moves under a slight angle to the laser direction with an angular spread of 60 mrad; this amounts to an emittance of 10 −2 mm mrad. It is also remarkable that the bullet is seen in Fig. 4 (c) in the electron density, but not in the electric field plot. This suggests that the bullet is quasineutral and is not subject to Coulomb explosion. Indeed, the bullet shows no expansion after leaving the electron layer in column (c) of Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5(b) , peak ion energy and number of accelerated ions, obtained from 3D simulations, are shown for different densities and a 0 ¼ 155. IWBA sets in at a density somewhat below n 0 ¼ 2n c . From Eqs. (1), (2), (3), the theoretical model predicts E i;peak ¼ 6.4 GeV at a threshold density n 0 ¼ 1.8n c ; they are shown as a black square and a black vertical line in Fig. 5(b) , respectively.
We have also performed 3D simulations for lower laser amplitudes a 0 and have obtained similar results. For example, a 1 GeV quasi-monoenergetic proton beam is found with a 0 ¼ 80 and n 0 ¼ 8n c . However, some general observations should be noted here. Since the tendency for destruction of the electron layer due to Rayleigh-Taylor-like instability increases with ion injection, the window of initial plasma density available for stable ion acceleration narrows with laser intensity decreasing. This problem at low laser intensities also requires very steep laser fronts such that the rise time of laser intensity is short compared to time in which these instabilities grow. For example, we have repeated our reference 3D simulation with same input parameters, but for a slowly rising pulse front, using a Gaussian (l ¼ 1) rather than the super-Gaussian (l ¼ 15). No IWBA was observed in this case. Thus in order to get the IWBA result under the condition of lower incident laser intensity, one has to use the plasma density very close to the threshold and a very steep front of the laser pulse. Pulse front steepening has been observed for laser pulses propagating in near-critical plasma [22] ; this may become a solution to achieve the required contrast ratios.
In conclusion, we have explored a regime of ion acceleration in a laser-driven double layer wakefield where ions are self-injected by ion wave breaking. It is found that, just beyond the ion wave breaking threshold, ion beams with superior properties are generated. In particular in 3D geometry, ultrashort self-injection occurs localized close to the laser axis. This leads to highly collimated ion pulses with peaked ion energy spectra. The present results are important for near future experiments at laser intensities of 10 21 -10 23 W=cm 2 , now becoming available.
